
PATIENT REPRESENTATIVE GROUP 1st DECEMBER 2021 

Attendees: Robert Kelso, Brigette Kettle, Jo Galbraith, Susie Wheaton, Ed Matthews, Sylvia 

Hindley, Khaled Shuhaiber 

Apologies:  Lin Sanders, Lisa Eadie, Roger Watts 

Minutes from 29th September - agreed. 

Introduction – Dr Khaled Shuhaiber 

Khaled is a salaried GP who has taken over the majority of Dr Anna Marquiss and Dr Fiona 

Duncan’s list.  Khaled works all day on a Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday and half a day on a 

Thursday.  Khaled introduced himself to the PRG members. 

Matters Arising 

Care home/frail elderly survey discussed.  This will be publicised on our website and social 

media pages for patients to complete. 

Frail Elderly Survey 

Please take a few minutes to take our survey. 

www.smartsurvey.co.uk 

 

PCN staffing 

Several new PCN staff as follow: 

Sarah Grant – PCN Pharmacist 

Natalie Kemp – PCN Pharmacist 

Sarah Milton – PCN Wellbeing lead  

Andrea Mules – PCN Community connector 

Donna Kerr - PCN Community connector 

Keith Gammon – PCN Paramedic 

Claire Overnell – PCN Paramedic 

Alice Box – PCN Paramedic 

 

All are in place except for the paramedic who will start in the New Year 

Brannam Staff Update 

https://www.smartsurvey.co.uk/s/5YMVE8/
http://www.smartsurvey.co.uk/


Our team is expanding with the introduction of the following staff: 

Dr Khaled Shuhaiber – Salaried GP 

Dr Ash Arora – Salaried GP 

Dr Joshi – Salaried GP 

Jack Wade – Treatment room receptionist/prescribing coordinator 

Simi Timana – Apprentice medical receptionist 

Charlie Stainsby – Medical receptionist (starting in the New Year) 

Trudi Munn (a member of the reception team) will be moving to the medical secretary 

department to replace Pat Leach when she retires in March, big shoes to fill.  To 

accommodate further change we are advertising for further medical receptionists due to 

the increase in demand on the reception team. 

Covid/flu vaccination booster programme 

The Barnstaple Alliance co-administer of Covid and flu vaccination programme came to an 

end at the end of November.  We gave over 5,600 COVID boosters and over 4,200 flu vaccines 

over 11 clinics and in care homes.  Staffing the clinics and the ‘behind the scenes’ work proved a 

challenge but worthwhile seeing how many patients we managed to keep as safe as possible. 

Bolton University/Petroc – recruitment of Service Users 

Lin Sanders is heavily involved in this programme and wanted to bring this to the meeting: 

‘Bolton Uni/Petroc still looking to recruit more service user representatives to work with the 
students.  There are just 3 of us in N Devon now doing this. Myself, one from Litchdon and 1 
from Fremington. 
I would be happy to discuss with anyone who may be interested in finding out more about 
it.’ 
 
It was agreed to ask Lin for a Job Description to forward to GPs as the position is quite a big 
commitment.  They will peruse and make suggestions of suitable patients willing to help. 
 
AOB 
 
When consulting on the telephone please can GPs close the door to avoid conversations 
being overheard in the waiting room.   
 
 
Date of next meeting 
Wednesday 2nd February 


